Shaun T Insanity Workout

*Shaun T comes out with his latest workout video and Its insane. Introducing Shaun T Insanity Workout.*

**Dec. 23, 2009 - [PRLog](http://www.prlog.org) --** Shaun T has been in the fitness world for a while. Almost anyone who watches late night infomercials have heard of him and his line of fitness workout videos.

In his latest project, Shaun T promises a remarkable physical difference by just using his product for 60 days. **Shaun T Insanity Workout**

These workouts are not easy. You will be pushed to your limit with Shaun guiding and motivating you along the way.

Shaun T Insanity comes with a full money back guarantee.

The Insanity Workout comes The Insanity Fitness Guide
A no nonsense, short and to the point program guide. This is all the information you will need. Because you need to spend your time working out… Not reading a manual.

Elite Insanity Nutrition Guide
This workout is insane. Your diet will need to adjust. This guide covers all the information and steps to fuel your body during these intense workouts.

Insanity Fit Test Tracker
This guide will help track your results as you watch your body transform before your eyes. You will be proud of your new body in 60 days after using Insanity.

INSANITY is an extreme and physically demanding workout. This is NOT for individuals with any medical condition that may be compromised by extreme cardio and strength exercise. Consult your physician and read the enclosed materials before beginning the program.

For more information about Shaun T Insanity, Please visit: [http://shauntinsanityworkout.com/](http://shauntinsanityworkout.com/)
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